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Springer. Hardcover. Condition: New. 352 pages. Dimensions: 10.0in. x 6.9in. x 1.0in.A relaxed and
informal presentation conveying the joy of mathematical discovery and insight. Frequent questions
lead readers to see mathematics as an accessible world of thought, where understanding can turn
opaque formulae into beautiful and meaningful ideas. The text presents eight topics that illustrate
the unity of mathematical thought as well as the diversity of mathematical ideas. Drawn from both
pure and applied mathematics, they include: spirals in nature and in mathematics; the modern
topic of fractals and the ancient topic of Fibonacci numbers; Pascals Triangle and paper folding;
modular arithmetic and the arithmetic of the infinite. The final chapter presents some ideas about
how mathematics should be done, and hence, how it should be taught. Presenting many recent
discoveries that lead to interesting open questions, the book can serve as the main text in courses
dealing with contemporary mathematical topics or as enrichment for other courses. It can also be
read with pleasure by anyone interested in the intellectually intriguing aspects of mathematics.
This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN.
Hardcover.
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally interesting throgh looking at period of time. Its been designed in an remarkably simple way
and it is only after i finished reading this publication by which in fact altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Ms. Julie Huels-- Ms. Julie Huels

Merely no words and phrases to explain. I was able to comprehended almost everything out of this created e publication. I am quickly will get a
satisfaction of studying a created ebook.
-- Cleta Doyle-- Cleta Doyle
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